
 

 
Using Market Data to Negotiate Your Payment 
Rate:  A Guide for Physicians 
 
Market data can be a powerful tool in negotiations for better call coverage pay or 
administrative stipends.  If you have reliable information on what physicians of your 
specialty are being paid, you can find opportunities to ensure you have a fair, 
competitive rate. Having a discussion with a hospital administrator armed with objective 
data will help you reach your compensation goals.   
 
Here’s how MD Ranger suggests using market data to negotiate your ideal rate. 
 
1) Study the benchmarks for your service and specialty.   
Where do you fall within the market range?  Take note if you fall particularly low on the 
range, if you fall somewhere in the middle, or if you’re already paid high in the market 
ranges.  Remember to look at the types of hospitals included in the market data to 
ensure that you are comparing yourself to similar physicians.  Make sure the sample 
size is large enough to be drilled down to specific hospital characteristics, like size and 
complexity. 
 
2) Use the market data, as well as your current payment rate, to determine an 
appropriate payment range for your services.   
If you are currently getting paid under the 50th percentile, determine the difference in 
pay that’s needed to get you to the 50th percentile.  Ask yourself if there could be a good 
reason for you to be paid at a lower percentile, like a robust payer mix or a large panel 
size.  If this is the case, think of additional reasons why your payment rate should 
change.  If instead you’re getting paid at or around the 50th percentile but have reason 
to believe you should get paid more, determine how much room you have to negotiate at 
or around the 75th percentile.  Keep in mind that most hospitals consider anything 
above the 75th percentile not to be “fair market value” unless there are special 
exceptions.  These exceptions normally include seniority within the physician 



community, a niche sub-specialty that you practice, any awards or special fellowships 
you’ve received, on-site presence requirement, or an extremely burdensome call panel. 
 
3) Once you have selected a rate, build your case for why your compensation should 
be at that benchmark.   
Though it may seem straightforward as to why you should be paid the median amount, it 
isn’t.  Don’t take for granted that you should be paid the middle amount; after all, half 
your peers are paid below the 50th percentile.   Market data are objective sources 
composed of rates from the same service you provide. Things to consider when you are 
brainstorming are: 

• Does your specialty have a particularly high burden for emergency coverage? 
• Are you the only specialty that can fill this position? 
• Is the payer mix particularly poor at this organization, such that you are covering 

the ER without much hope of reimbursement? 
 
4) Prepare for hospital push-back.  What are reasonable alternatives to what you’re 
requesting?   
If the market data reveals that rates within your service and specialty are relatively 
close to one another, you don’t have a lot of negotiating room.  On the other hand, if the 
difference between the 50th and 75th percentiles isn’t that much, it could be easier for 
you to secure a higher rate given the relative risk.  Play devil’s advocate and develop 
questions and pushback that you’d have if you were the hospital administrator.   
 
Answer these for yourself before going into a negotiation: 

• I haven’t been paying you to provide this service.  Why should I pay you now? 
• Paying you at the 50th percentile seems unrealistic given your experience and 

our payer mix.  Why do you think you deserve it? 
• Aren’t you collecting enough during your coverage days to make this worthwhile? 
• How is this rate you’re asking for fair market value?  Who says? 

	  
If you need support negotiating your contract with a hospital, we are happy to 
help.  Please call or email the MD Ranger team at (650) 692-8873 or 
inquiries@mdranger.com.   
	  


